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GETTING ACQUAINTED WITH TEA

Cost: from 1200 UAH / per person

Duration: 1,5 – 2 hours 

Feel the mystery of the oriental tea ceremony. You will learn about 
the history of the ceremony and learn the basics of one of the most 

prominent cultural traditions in the world. 

- Virtual tour through main tea regions
- Traditional way of processing tea

- Green tea production
- Oolong teas

- White tea
- Matcha tea

- Practical advice for brewing up tea
- Tasting session of 8 types of teas

- A video about tea

Wine enthusiasts will experience delight. Since the 
wine collection of Edem has more than 360 items to 
offer. Our sommelier will tell about the world's wine 
traditions, introduce to the tastes of various grape 
varieties. You will taste a set of 4 types of wines and 
theme-based snacks. An evening promises to be 

an exclusive one!

WINE TASTING

Wine set - 4 wines (50 ml) and snacks
Cost: from 1250 UAH / per person

Duration: 45 min

How to expand the taste palette of strong spirits? The 
answer is simple - tasting with the chef sommelier. You do 
not just learn a variety of strong wines and single-malt 
whiskey, but learn how to enjoy them and make them 
your favourite. Find your taste and combine it with your 

favorite food. Gastronomic satisfaction guaranteed!

TASTING OF STRONG BEVERAGES
FROM CHEF SOMMELIER

Cost: from1300 UAH / per person

Duration: 1 - 2,5 hours



CIGAR TASTING WITH WHISKEY

Cost: 3500 UAH / per person

(with one cigar, whiskey 100 g and cigar expert)

Duration: 1,5 hours 

When you become a member of a cigar club, 
you become part of a secret aristocratic circle. 
Have an evening in the circle of true 
gentlemen. Our vitolier will advise when 
choosing a cigar, help to light it up, tell about 
the types and accessories. And we surely did 

not forget about whiskey, sir.

You think nothing can surprise you? Set aside your 
daily routines and go on a journey to Ukrainian 
Provence - the vineyards of Edem. A brunch amidst 
the vineyard, unexplored flavours of local cheeses 
and exclusive wine from Edem Resort. And the 

power of pristine nature - you are worth it!

TASTING OF FARM CHEESE AND
EDEM WINE IN THE VINEYARD

Cost: from2000 UAH / per person

Duration: from 1,5 hours

Work routine and conferences have already completed, and aheadthere is a 
cozy evening at the fireplace overlooking Lake Molodist. It's hard to come up 

with an idea of  a cozy evening, but we succeeded. Add some new flavours to 
the beautiful moments. Our brand-chef offers three variations:

• Line tasting (from three Ukrainian meat producers with an explanation of all nuances). You will 
try 5 types of steaks with one alternate version. The chef will prepare a recommended doneness 
and tell about the difference in meat: fatness, juiciness, ways of cooking and preparation of the 
product;

• Comparative tasting (from three countries of meat producers - Australia, the USA, Ukraine);

• Tasting of all possible steaks at your request (meat producer country – the USA).

TASTING OF STEAKS OF VARIOUS
DEGREE OF DONENESS

Cost: from1850 UAH / per person

Duration: from 1,5 hours



GRAPE HARVESTING WITH BREAKFAST
AND SPARKLING WINE 

(late August-early September)

Cost: from1000 UAH / per person

Meet the dawn in the vineyard away from the city 
bustle. Become closer to nature and harvest grapes 
by yourself. Start a new day with breakfast in the fresh 
air with a glass of sparkling wine. This is not a story 
from the movie, but a day from the life of Edem. 

Brilliant ideas are born in such atmosphere!

Nothing contributes to the success and growth of 
the company, as the atmosphere of unity, 
friendship and mutual understanding. How to 
achieve it? To do so, you need to escape from the 
city, reunite with nature and forget about 
everyday hustle. And the most important thing is to 
arrange a barbecue party with author's dishes on 

fire from our brand chef. Tested in practice!

BARBECUE PARTY IN THE WOODS

Cost: from 2000 UAH / per person

Dinner-set at the restaurant to the sounds of a white grand piano - 
these moments should be kept for special events. Celebration of 
the day of the company or a special evening in a circle of 
like-minded people - this time will leave a warm imprint in your 
heart. Brand Chef Arthur Tumanyan will prepare a tasting set of 6 
dishes for you according to your wishes, including 3 cold snacks, 2 
main courses and dessert. Each serving will be accompanied by a 
choice of wine or strong alcoholic beverages from sommelier. Feel 
all the notes of the dishes and complement them with drinks. A 

quality dinner is also an art.

DINNER-SET FROM BRAND CHEF

Cost: from 2500 UAH / per person



BRANCH / DINNER IN THE GARDEN
FROM THE BRAND CHEF

Cost: from 2500 UAH / per person

Apple garden -  could there be a  more perfect 
place for brunch? A dinner in the heavenly 
garden to the sounds of the violin. This is the place 
of power, and in order to fully feel the mood of 
paradise, you need to completely give up to the 
magic of the moment. In this atmosphere, your 
colleagues will be able to feel pleasant emotions 

and get a charge of positive energy 
for the whole year!

PLANTING FRUIT TREES
WITH A NAMEPLATE 

(SPRING-SUMMER)

Your company deserves to be eternized. Imagine your tree with the 
name of the company trhat will decorate the alley and you will be 
able to watch it grow with every visit to Edem. The name tree is not an 
ordinary gift on the company foundation day, a mystery of a trip to 
the Country of Edem. And yet - it is a symbol of prosperity and 
well-being. Your own trees will welcome all visitors, and the plates will 

have the names of those who have left a good mark on the earth.

Cost: from 2500 UAH / per person (with a plate)

PLANTING A GRAPE-VINE
WITH A NAMEPLATE 

(SPRING-SUMMER)

Cost: from 2000  UAH / per person (with a plate)

from 1500 UAH / per person (without a plate)
from 2000 UAH / per person (without a plate)

Time should be spent with benefit. Spend your team 
building activities in a common cause - planting a 
grape-vine in the vineyard of Edem. And in a few 
years you will be able to taste your own wine and 
recall some  pleasant moments of its creation. 

Planting a grape-vine in our vineyard will add  
special energy.



The team needs new impressions! Do not waste 
time and go on a medieval adventure. Feel the 
spirit of the 15th century in the Svirzh castle. And 
then - enjoy the beauty of nature on a picnic with 
delicious appetizers, or meat on a roasting jack 

and a mulled wine that will warm up even
in the winter.

FIELD PICNIC IN
SVIRZHSKY CASTLE

(WINTER / SUMMER)

Cost: pre-agreed

In Eden, you will find an acquaintance that can not 
be forgotten. Lancashire, Pearl, Babylon and Dark 
Soul will become loyal friends, because the 
four-legged companion understands feelings and 
emotions sometimes even better than a person. 
These are animals that have a soul and character. 

Everyone has something unique,
own energy and charisma.

HORSE RIDE WALKS

Cost: 1500 UAH / hour/ per person

Duration: from 30 min

HOT AIR BALOONING

A team must strive only for victories and move forward. 
Give your colleagues this opportunity to fly in a balloon. 
Enjoy the picturesque areas from the "bird's eye. Take a 
walk with the wind and clouds of the boundless sky to 
accompany you. Such flight will be an end of the working 
conference and a start of a new phase in the development 

of your company.

Cost: 12 000 UAH 



BUGGY / ATV VIBE 

Cost: from 2500 UAN / hour / for 1 vehicle

Adrenaline is not just a release of a hormone, but a 
tidal wave of new energy. Due to the extreme 
sensation, the body improves its muscle tone by 
several times, increases respiratory tract, therefore 
oxygen reaches  all organs, increases the pain 
threshold and even improves mental health. Awake 
in yourself and your colleagues a drive and thirst for 
adventure . One should enjoy extreme to the fullest!

You must be familiar with lawn tennis and you know 
what to do with a racquet. Are you sure you use your 
knowledge to the fulest? Go beyond the usual game 
and arrange a tournament for the company! It seems 
a simple sport at first sight. But everything changes 
when you step on the tennis court. The body uses the 
maximum of its ability to obtain a result. The muscles 
are constantly working, coordination of arms and legs 
is improved. But that's not all. You create a strategy of 
the game, its tactics, you track balls and strokes, 
activate the areas of the brain and train endurance. 
Tennis is a challenge, so compete for the title of the 

company's best racket.

PLAYING LAWN TENNIS

Cost: 400 UAN / hour / for a tennis court

Golf has long been out of the ordinary sport. First of all, it is a sign of 
aristocracy. A game for the winners, where the main thing is the ability to 
build a strategy and demonstrate one’s own intellectual strength. Take 
advantage of the opportunity to leave the office walls and go on a sports 

trip with colleagues.

The game will start with a sightseeing tour in golf carts. You will learn the 
history of the game, its main features, etiquette and world traditions. From 
theory  to practice. Work on the strikes, master  various brassies and 
techniques, train on the big and small field, arrange mini-tournaments with 

your colleagues and do not forget about a coffee break.
As life is also a game.

GOLF TOURNAMENT

Cost: 800 UAH / per person

Minimum number of persons for the tournament: 6 persons
Duration: 3,5 hour



PING PONG GAME

Cost: 200 UAN / hour / for a table

Can not choose among the options for 
teambuilding? We know what your colleagues can 
tear themselves away. Because after playing ping 
pong game once, you can no longer stop. It is not 
only fun and interesting, but also useful! If you 
regularly practice this kind of sport, you will improve 
attention and reaction, as well as strengthen the 

cardiovascular system. Colleagues deserve it!

Raise the team spirit by playing this game, which 
brings delight to the whole world! The beauty of the 
nature, the jolly crowd, and positive mood. Create 
a tournament between your colleagues, enjoy the 
teamplay drive! Feel all the buzz playing on a small 
field and enjoying the views of Lake Molodist and 

the forest.

ARENA-FOOTBALL GAME

Cost: 400 UAN / hour / for a football pitch

It's time to add some vibe to the company's life. Fans of active 
outdoor activities have a great opportunity to feel the spirit of rivalry 
and increase the level of adrenaline! Which way exactly? By playing 
paintball amidst the forest and the lake, where pure air overfills and 
stimulates to move at maximum speed! Playing paintball in this kind of 
place is not only a game, but an entertaining action, where everyone 
can feel what genuine competition and team spirit is. Once you try, 

you will understand that paintball is a game of your team!

PAINTBALL GAME

Cost: 6000 UAH / per 10 person (300 balls included)

Number of persons: 10 - 50



TRAP SHOOTING

How  about not thinking about everyday worries, 
turning off the phone and finally relaxing? To 
immediately move to a place where it is pleasant 
and calm. Imagine you don’t have to decide 
anything or  worry about something. Such  day 
inspires to set off to a new adventure. It's time to 
compete in trap shooting. A good opportunity to 
focus on the important and make the right decision.

Cost and duration: pre-agreed

This is an interesting and useful pastime! Forest 
paths, fresh air, leisuretime on the shore of the lake 
and amazing locations that you cannot see from 
the car window. Active leisure cycling is an 

inspiration for body and soul!

BICYCLE RIDES

Cost: free of charge

LASER TAG GAME

Cost: 4500 UAH / per 10 person 

Number of persons: 10 - 50

Do you want to develop the strategic techniques 
and analytical thinking of employees? No need to 
attend boring trainings, try a game of Laser Tag. If 
you are not yet familiar - this is a military tactical, 
sports game where the "weapon" is a mock-up. We 
will create everything you need to fully experience 
the atmosphere of a fight. Take the opportunity to 

colour  monotonous working weekdays!



GATHERING MUSHROOMS AND BERRIES 
(SUMMER-AUTUMN)

When was your last time you relaxed with a company of 
like-minded people? It's time to take off a business suit and go 
on a real hunting adventure. Forest and wild animals - feel the 
adrenaline from hunting in Edem lands. Rent a hunter’s lodge 
by the forest. Spend a day on a hunt surrounded by forests 
and lakes. After a busy day, relax with your colleagues and 
celebrate the triumph at a restaurant near the fireplace with 

a glass of whiskey.

HUNTING IN 
THE GAME RESERVE

Cost and duration: pre-agreed

Sometimes you need to be alone with nature in order to 
organize your thoughts back. And when you are among 
your colleagues - the mood will surely go up. Give yourself 
a day of unity with the forest - gather mushrooms and 
berries in a company of an experienced guide. Find new 
facts about the life of plants and mushrooms, gather your 

own crop and spend the day with colleagues.

Cost: 500 UAH / per 1-5 person 

AMATEUR FISHING

Cost: 200 UAH / per person (up to 5 kg of fish)

This activity will certainly bring your team together. 
Turn off notifications on your smartphone, breathe in 
fresh air and feel the taste of life. True values are 

revealed in such moments.



ART THERAPY

Cost: from1500 UAH / per person 

Maximum number of person: 15
Duration: 1- 2 hours 

Art helps you see things at a different angle. 
Recharge your creativity during art therapy. An 
interesting pastime in an artistic and positive 
atmosphere among paints and various artistic 
materials is aimed at understanding oneself, 
identifying internal resource qualities, increasing 
self-confidence, understanding one’s needs and 
states, own borders, ways of interaction with the 
world. At the lesson, we will have a lot to draw, talk, 
meditate and explore ourselves! Note: you do not 
need to be an artist to draw, the main thing is to 

devote oneself to the process!

CROSS SKIING, SLEIGHING, SKATING
(WINTER SEASON)

Thrill-seekers of the company will definitely be up to 
SUP-surfing. This is a very young sport that has already 
conquered the whole world. Imagine a combination 

of canoeing and surfing. 
Unlike surfing and windsurfing, SUP doesn’t need wind 
and high waves are not required. Take SUP-surfing 
even in calm water or against the current. Catch the 
waves of positivity and add a little bit of Hawaiian 

exotics to company’s life!

SUP-FITNESS AND SUP-YOGA
(SUMMER  SEASON)

Cost: 300 UAN / hour / per person (without the instructor)

Maximum number of person: 3
700 UAN / hour / per person (with the instructor)

A kind of extreme ones, and a struggle with fears and 
uncertainty for the others, but for the whole team it’s a 
unique impression! There is no need to worry for the 
beginners: we'll help you how get up on cross-country 
skis and skates, keep balance, and how to handle a 
possible fall.  While professionals will just have a 
pleasant walk! And let the adrenaline pulse in the 

body!

Cost: free of charge



SUP-FITNESS AND SUP-YOGA 
(WINTER SEASON)

Cost: 700 UAN / hour / per person

Maximum number of person: 3

After working in the office you need to take care of 
your body's health. SUP-fitness and SUP-yoga help to 
develop muscles, promote weight loss, shape the 
correct posture and improve the work of the joints. 
And what a pleasant activity it is to spend time in the 
pool, which is filled with spring water. Improve your 
health, and most importantly the mood of your 
colleagues which is the best medicine against 

burnout!

"Filled with extreme, interest, and adrenaline!" If you 
hear these wishes from colleagues, then tube riding 
is the right decision. This is one of the brightest 
entertainment in the cold season. And it's clear why, 
after a few minutes of ride with a breeze provides 
positive emotions for the whole day. Have you 
made the decision yet ? With minimum effort go 

ahead  to get  good mood!

TUBE RIDING
(WINTER SEASON)

Cost: free of charge

NORDIC WALKING

Does the team need a relaxation? Nordic walking is 
a simple, and most importantly effective method of 
recovery and rest. Nordic walking with sticks is 
impressive in its effectiveness: more than 40% of 
muscles are activated than during cycling and 45% 

more than during running.

Cost: 600 UAN / hour / per person

Maximum number of person: 7



SESSIONS WITH A PSYCHOTHERAPIST

FOR GROUPS OF 10 TO 30 PEOPLE

1 day (4 hours) - cost 10 000  UAH / for the group

2 or 3 days (9 hours) - cost 20 000 UAH / for the group

Do what you love is the quintessence of the course. Press the world on the pause button, stop, and begin to live. Renew your thoughts, body, feelings. Stop the "dog race". The 
purpose of psychotherapy is to realize the true values, to learn to distinguish the true from the false and not to be afraid to find happiness in every moment. The company will 

achieve new goals when happy employees work there.

 THEMES:

• "Teambuilding - creating an effective team"
• "Formation and development of emotional intelligence of the group"
• "Corporate and individual burnout"
• "Public speaking"
• "Empathy inside the group"
• "Harmonization of the group"
• "Everest" vertical development
• "Survival or victory"
• "Leadership: delegation and responsibility (for management)"
• "When you are not understood.  Fight against objections"
• "The Art of Presentations"



DIETOLOGY
("EATING HABITS")

Cost for the group: 5000 UAH

Duration:  1 hour

Taking care of the health of your colleagues is a characteristic of 
a wise manager. Start eating in a new way. Discover all the 
newsides of healthy food and create an effective diet with our 
dietitian and chef. After all, food is not only food, but your 
well-being and longevity. Provide your employees a quality life, 

and they will contribute to quality work.

Get to know the philosophical doctrine in 
modern interpretation with your colleagues. 
Fly-yoga is an option for those who are looking 
for a path to acquire peace of mind and 
balance. The result is the serene of body and 

soul.

FLY-ЙОГА

Cost: 700 UAN / hour / per person

Maximum number of person: 3

Get a real quest for the team! Complete the path 
on the ropes with attached boards, stretched at 
different heights between the trees with all sorts of 

obstacles and difficulties. Life is risk!

ROPE (ALPINE) PARK

Cost: from 400 UAN / per person



Cost: 5000 UAN / per person

Duration: 1,5 -2 hours

Tasty and useful – these are not empty words, but a  
reality. At the master class by Khrystyna 
Fedochynska you will learn how to eat properly and 
what products are needed for this. Together with 
your team, Christina will prepare exclusive cuisine 
and you will master the concepts and cooking 
techniques. During the master class Christina will tell 
about the basis of healthy eating, what are its 
principles, the importance of detoxification of the 
organism, the vital energy of the products, their 

glycemic index and pH of products.
Your team will be impressed!

MASTER CLASS BY
A HEALTHY CUISINE CHEF

KHRYSTYNA FEDOCHYNSKA 

Discover  new talents of your employees. Everyone can touch the art of cooking, desire and love for what you do 
are most important. Especially when the coach is the holder of the National Restaurant Award SIL and a participant 
of the project "13 Chefs", the Chef at Edem Resort Medical & SPA Arthur Tumanyan. He will turn your food perception 
upside down! During the author's master classes you will learn about the basic principles and techniques of cooking, 
how to make a menu, combine products to get the most out of them, and most importantly - you will make the 
knowledge real, cook your own dishes and form your own culinary style. Choose a master class and let the world 

know the names of new culinary artists!

GROUP DEMONSTRATION

• Number of person: 4 -15
• Duration: 2,5 hours

• Number of dishes: 4
• Cost: 1500 UAN / per person

GROUP INTERACTIVE

• Number of person: 6
• Duration: 2 - 3 hours

• Number of dishes: 3
• Cost: 2700 UAN / per person

CULINARY TEAM-BUILDING

• Number of person: 15 - 30
• Duration: 2 - 3 hours

• Number of dishes: 6
• Cost: 2100 UAN / per person

MASTER CLASS FROM BRAND-CHEF
ARTUR TUMANYAN



Cost: apply for more information at the reception desk

Find out what's around you and you'll see the world in a new way. And do not 
forget to take your like-minded. Ancient Lviv intrigues with its legends, captivates 
with narrow streets, fascinates with the aroma of coffee and never lets go of the 
sweetest memories. An excursion to  Svirzhsky Castle will appeal to those who are 
fond of history and fairy-tale buildings. And how many stories are associated with 
the Lviv Opera House! The symbol of the city is capable of capturing everyone’s 

hearts! Let the adventure delight you!

EXCURSIONS TO LVIV, SVIRZHSKY CASTLE,
OPERA HOUSE / DRAMA THEATER, MUSEUMS

FOREIGN LANGUAGE COURSE
ENGLISH, ARABIC, POLISH, SPANISH, 

GERMAN, FRENCH, UKRAINIAN, RUSSIAN

Knowledge investment is the most profitable. Most significantly when it concerns your 
employees. “It’s not us that speak a language, it’s a language that speaks us”, Savelii 
Grinberg once said. It is truly so that language speaks louder than it seems. Language 
courses will help you  acquire the nuances of English, Arabic, Polish, Spanish, German, 
French, Ukrainian and Russian language codes. Because every new language is a new 

culture, new borderlines of perception.

Cost: 1600 UAN / per person 

Duration: 1,5  hours



COSMETIC SET - TRAVEL KIT SKIN FOOD

Go on a journey with a smooth and perfect skin. Travel Kit Skin Food from The 
Edem Resort Collection  is a great solution when you are traveling or go on 
vacation! Face skin full care on the basis of natural authentic ingredients, 
developed according to the recipe of the head physician Edem Resort 
Medical & SPA Bashkirtsev O.V. 

The kit is also a great idea when you try the product for the first time in 
order to help you  later decide while purchasing  full sized products. This 
mega-set for the body and face is packed in a brand-new stylish and 
handy makeup case from the Edem Resort Collection.

HONEY COLLECTION FROM OWN APIARIES 
OF THE COUNTRY OF EDEM
We offer to try ecologically clean, natural and healing 
products of beekeeping from the eco-apiary Country 
of Edem. Our eco-apiary has 12 hives on the outskirts of 
the forest. Close to the field you find the spring lake 
and the White River and orchards. To cut it short, 
everything you need to create real useful products.

Cost: 1200 UAH Cost: 560 UAHCost: 400 UAH

THE SET INCLUDES:
• forest honey
• honey in combination with walnuts
• flower pollen
• bee-glue infusion
• herbal tea
• dried fruits
• handmade wax candle

SET FOR HOME CARE
It is 100% natural cosmetics for everyday hair and body 
care designed and customized for the Edem Resort 
Collection.

THE SET INCLUDES:
• Body gel - provides intense moisturizing, due to the extract 
of chamomile it promotes regeneration of the skin, takes 
gentle care of the skin of the body (250 ml)
• The hair shampoo is unsulphated, which accelerates hair 
growth, eliminates fragility and possible appearance of 
split-ends (250 ml)
• Hair  rinse balm - moisturizes and restores damaged hair 
over its entire length, gives hair natural shine (250 ml)

THE SET INCLUDES:
• Cream Milk Regeneration (30 ml) 
• Detox Cream (30 ml)  
• Night Body Lotion (30 ml)
• mini-package by Edem Resort

The best thing about gifts is to give them. See your colleagues being gratitude when they receive gift sets of natural products. In the Country of Edem, all the 
ingredients are grown with quiver  so that to finally collect them into one basket. Choose any set and make your colleagues’ working day a festive one.

CORPORATE GIFTS FOR YOUR COLLEAGUES:


